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Bone formation highly depends on osteogenic cells presence at

the implant sites, but vascularisation is also crucial. Our aim is to

establish a precellularised bone graft containing both endothelial

and bone cells. We previously showed a strong effect of Platelet

Rich Plasma (PRP) on BMSC differentiation into osteoblast, and

that direct contact between BMSC and HUVEC enhances osteo-

blastogenesis and vessels-like formation. Willing to develop an

autologous bone grafts, we then studied the effect of endothelial

progenitor cells (EPC) on BMSC differentiation, and the influ-

ence of the cellular proportion (EPC vs BMSC) on cell differen-

tiation. BMSC were isolated by density-gradient centrifugation.

EPC (CD133þ) cells were isolated from mononuclear cell frac-

tion of bone marrow using magnetic beads (Miltenyi Biotec). PRP

was prepared from thrombocyte concentrates diluted in plasma

(2�106 platelets/mL). PRP was activated using 0.5U thrombine.

EPC and BMSC were mixed in different proportions: 100%EPC,

75%-25%, 50%-50%, 25%-75%, 100%BMSC. Cell proportions

were mixed together within a PRP gel (3D). LDH analyses

showed cell viability of both cell types in 3D, after 21 days of

culture, for each proportion. In 3D, we observed an up-regulation

of runx2 and dlx5 genes for BMSC co-cultured with EPC when

compared to BMSC alone. The expression was found higher for

the proportion 25%EPC-75%BMSC compared to higher EPC

proportions. This work shows the high potential of EPC as an

autologous source of endothelial cells, and their positive effect on

BMSC differentiation.
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Cartilage tissue engineering is hampered by slow production of

collagen. In the present study we investigate the influence of

proteoglycans on collagen network.

Bovine chondrocytes were cultured in alginate beads with(out)

0.25mM para-nitrophenyl-beta-d-xyloside (PNPX). PNPX is an

exogenous acceptor for galactosyl transferase I that prevents gly-

cosaminoglycans (GAGs) being incorporated in the matrix. GAG

and collagen deposition and distribution in matrix and medium,

collagen crosslinks, aggrecan and collagen II gene expression, and

mechanical properties were determined.

At day 21, 33.3� 4.0 mg GAG/bead was deposited in controls

and 6.6� 1.4 mg GAG/bead with PNPX. Almost no GAG was de-

tectable in culture medium of controls, this increased with PNPX.

AGCN gene expression was slightly upregulated, not reaching

statistical significance. 21.6� 4.4 mg collagen/bead was deposited

in controls and 14.4� 4.0 mg collagen/bead with PNPX. Collagen II
expression was not affected by addition of PNPX. PNPX addi-

tion resulted in a shift in GAG deposition from cell-associated to

Further-Removed Matrix (FRM) (64% in FRM versus 55% in

controls) and collagen (53% in FRM versus 29% in controls). The

number of collagen cross-links decreased from 0.13� 0.02 HP/

collagen in controls to 0.08� 0.03 HP/collagen in the presence of

PNPX. Mechanical properties, measured by stiffness and ability to

hold water, were decreased when PNPX was added.

The absence of a GAG network results in diffusion of collagen

away from the cells and probably also excretion into the culture

medium, leading to less collagen deposition. GAGs therefore seem

to contribute in the formation of a functional collagen network.
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Gellan gum is an extracellular microbial polysaccharide from

Sphingomonas paucimobilis that forms a firm and transparent gel

in the presence of metallic ions. This hydrogel presents some in-

teresting features that allow its use as a cell encapsulating support,

or as an in vivo injectable system. In this work, the usefulness of

gellan gum hydrogels as supports for cartilage tissue engineering

applications was shown. Processing versatility of gellan gum into

different structures such as discs, fibers, membranes, particles, and

3D porous structures using temperature and pH based technologies

was demonstrated. The characterization of these structures was

conducted using rheological analysis, dynamic mechanical analy-

sis, transmission electron microscopy and cytotoxicity assessment.

In vitro tests with human articular chondrocytes were conducted

during a 8 weeks period. The histological characterization of the

tissue engineered constructs was performed using different stain-

ings for cartilage extracellular matrix (ECM) components. At the

molecular level, real time PCR was used to quantify the expression

of cartilage ECM markers such as col I, col II, aggrecan and Sox9.

The in vivo performance of the developed structures was investi-

gated in mice. The properties of the materials revealed that gellan

gum is adequate to be used as a cell encapsulation support or as an

injectable system. The in vitro results showed that the typical

cartilage ECM components, col II and aggrecan, were being ex-

pressed throughout the culturing periods. The in vivo results ob-

tained so far are rather promising envisaging the use of gellan gum

hydrogels in the cartilage tissue engineering field.
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